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FLYING LESSONS  for October 23, 2008   
suggested by this week’s mishap reports 
 
FLYING LESSONS uses the past week’s mishap reports as the jumping-off point to consider what might have 
contributed to accidents, so you can make better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In almost all cases 
design characteristics of a specific make and model airplane have little direct bearing on the possible causes of 
aircraft accidents, so apply these FLYING LESSONS to any airplane you fly.    
 
Feel free to forward this message for the purpose of pilot education.  FLYING LESSONS is also available in PDF 
through a link in the left column at www.thomaspturner.net.  
 

FLYING LESSONS  IS AN INDEPENDENT PRODUCT OF MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINI NG, INC. 

 
This week’s lessons: 
 
Fuel starvation  (running the selected tank of fuel dry while other tanks still have fuel on 
board) can result in any of several scenarios: 
 

• The pilot does not plan to have adequate fuel to reach destination on either tank 
independently, and does not properly time switching between selected tanks. 

• The pilot does not confirm fuel level through all means necessary before flight, and 
assumes the tank has more fuel on takeoff than it actually does. 

• During tank selection the fuel selector does not go firmly into the tank detent, cutting 
off fuel flow. 

• The pilot does not manage power and fuel flow in the manner he/she planned, 
resulting in higher fuel flow than expected. 

• Fuel siphons from a tank in flight and it no longer contains the amount of fuel the pilot 
thought it does. 

 
To guard against interruption of fuel flow  the Pilot’s Operating Handbook directs 
selecting the fullest tank for landing.  I teach making that selection at the top-of-descent [just 
before beginning descent from cruise], picking a tank with adequate fuel for descent, landing, 
go-around or missed approach, and climb to a safe altitude without further selections.  I’m not 
a fan of the classic GUMPS check only because “G” for Gas suggests making a fuel tank 
selection [not just confirmation of the selected position] in the traffic pattern.  I acknowledge 
that if verification, not selection is emphasized, that GUMPS is a useful prelanding check.  
 
It’s not uncommon in some aircraft types  for a delay in restarting the engine 
when a tank is run completely dry and the selector valve then moved to another, fueled tank.   
 
If you can’t plan your flight  to have enough fuel in a tank for descent, approach, 
landing and go-around/missed approach at top-of-descent, in my opinion, you have not 
adequately planned your flight and en route fuel stops.    
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Switching fuel tanks is a three-part process : 

1. move the fuel selector handle,  

2. wiggle it slightly to make certain it is firmly in the fuel tank detent, and  

3. leave your hand on the selector handle for several seconds while watching the fuel 
flow/fuel pressure gauge.  If flow begins to drop, switch back to the previously 
selector tank to keep the engine running until you confirm you have fuel in the tank 
you’ve tried to select, and can again attempt to switch tanks.   

 
Although the industry standard in almost all airplanes is to have independently 
selectable fuel tanks, in part for system redundancy should one tank become contaminated, 
safety might be better served if a “both” or “all” tanks position was the standard with the 
option of individual tanks selection.  This is the configuration in most Cessna single-engine 
airplane, and the lack of fuel starvation mishaps in Cessnas shows this works. 
 
If a fuel cap comes loose  the low pressure created on top of the wing in flight can 
causes significant siphoning and loss of fuel overboard.  Float-type fuel gauges may not 
report the extra fuel loss, as the suction that pulls fuel out may also hold fuel floats in the 
full-up, fully-fueled position.  Such losses would not be reflected in fuel totalizers or other 
integrated fuel management information; as far as a totalizer or glass cockpit GPS 
interface knows, if the fuel doesn’t go through the injection system transducer, it’s still on 
board the airplane.   
 
I had a fuel cap come loose  in flight in a Beech Baron once, and know a fellow CFI 
who has had this happen in an A36.  Since that time I include a scan of the fuel caps in my 
Climb checklist, to see if there’s any sign of fuel leakage from the filler caps.  If you’re flying a 
high-wing airplane, look for any signs of fuel spray from the trailing edge of the wing, behind 
the fuel cap.  If fuel is leaking, land as soon as practical and refuel, as that’s the only way to 
confirm how much fuel actually remains on board. 
 
 
Questions?  Comments?  Send me a note at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
 

 

DVD from MFT!    

You know you’ve heard it: there are those who have, and those who will have a gear up 
landing.  Become one of Those Who Won’t  with this DVD detailing 10 tips for avoiding 
landing gear-related mishaps .  By Master CFI Thomas P. Turner, the 15-minute DVD is the 
result of over six years of studying why pilots make landing-gear mistakes.  Great for airport, 
flying club and FAASTeam safety meetings.  $25 plus shipping and handling online or by 
calling 316-945-1700. 

See https://secure5.webfirst.com/ABS/Store/#ThoseWhoWont  

 

Transport aircraft FLYING LESSONS  

FAA this week unveiled a Lessons Learned from Transport Airplane Accidents website.  The 
goal (as it is here at FLYING LESSONS) “is to populate the material with many more of the 
most historically significant, policy shaping accidents, in order that the lessons that can be 
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learned from their review.”  Take a look and see how many of these lessons might apply to 
the airplane and operations you fly. 
 

 

For piston Beech pilots 
The October 23, 2008 Weekly Accident Update  is now posted at 
www.thomaspturner.net , including these reports: 

• An A36 suffered fuel starvation…. 

• A F33A lost control on landing and collided with several obstacles…. 

• An M35’s gear collapsed on landing…. 

There are also NTSB updates on a G35 fuel exhaustion mishap, a C23 engine failure, an A36 
controlled flight into terrain on an ILS approach, and an unusual but not uncommon form of 
fuel starvation that led to the crash of a G36. 

 
For more information, commentary and analysis see t he Beech Weekly Accident 
Update link at www.thomaspturner.net .   
 
See www.thomaspturner.net/WAU 2008.htm  
 
 
Fly safe, and have fun! 
 
I welcome your comments and suggestions.  Contact Mastery Flight Training, Inc. 
 
If someone has forwarded this message to you and you want to have FLYING LESSONS sent directly to you each 
week, tell me. 
 
If you received this message directly (as opposed to through a digest or chat room) and wish to be removed from the 
FLYING LESSONS list, tell me. 
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Holder of an ATP certificate with instructor, CFII and MEI ratings, a Masters Degree in Aviation 
Safety, and 2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year , Master CFI Thomas P. Turner (resume) has 
been Lead Instructor for FlightSafety International's Bonanza pilot training program at the Beechcraft 
factory; production test pilot for engine modifications; aviation insurance underwriter; corporate pilot 
and safety expert; Captain in the United States Air Force; and contract course developer for Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University.  He is now the Manager of Technical Services for the American 
Bonanza Society.  With over 3500 hours logged, including more than 2200 as an instructor, Tom 
writes, lectures and instructs extensively from his home at THE AIR CAPITAL--Wichita, Kansas. 

  See www.thomaspturner.net/TTweb.2008.0619/Resume.htm  

 
 


